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Sustainable Transportation: Potential for e-Mobility in Bangladesh  
Keynote: Mr. Moshiuzzaman Mahmud,  

Technical Director and International Strategy Lead, Integrated Transport Planning Ltd. (ITP), 
UK 

 

Abstract. Globally, e-mobility has gained tremendous traction over the last decade. Technological 

advancement has made it a more acceptable and reliable mode of transport. While Electric Vehicles 

(EVs) have been on the scene for a long time, the last five years were transformational in gaining 

popularity. There was a sharp increase in EV stocks globally over that period. In 2019 the global sale of 

electric cars was 2.1 million, making the global stock 7.2 million1. Compared to the conventional Internal 

Combustion Engine (ICE) car sales, the proportion of electric cars is still relatively low (2.6%). However, 

the year on growth of electric cars tops 40%, which is a significant increase. In addition to the growth 

of electric cars, other alternative forms of transport modes such as buses, freight vehicles, three-

wheelers, and two-wheelers are also transitioning into the electric powertrain. According to the World 

EV Outlook 2020, the Global EV stock could potentially increase to more than 140 million if the current 

governments’ policies and the Paris Climate Action pledges are met. It is nearly 19 times higher than 

the current stock, which is undoubtedly a giant leap just over the next ten years2.  

 

The most prominent benefits of EVs come from the reduction of fuel emissions. There is a severe air 

quality issue across Dhaka city and other major metropolitan cities in Bangladesh. The situation has 

improved to a certain extent due to the mass conversions to CNG fuel, which emits 5-10% less CO2 than 

petrol or diesel-driven vehicles. CNG is, however, not an infinite source, despite the fact that it is 

currently a cheaper fuel source in the country. Additionally, it is not a zero-emission solution either. Due 

to the lack of regulatory enforcement, there have been incidents of explosions caused by low-quality 

CNG tanks fitted in the vehicles. In order to meet the UN SDG (Sustainable Development Goals), which 

Bangladesh has signed up to, the country will need to go beyond CNG. E-mobility presents a huge 

opportunity to move towards that goal.   

 

Despite the early ban on electric three-wheelers, due to their structural fault causing fatal accidents, the 

market has already been penetrated by imported vehicles. These vehicles caused around 10% of fatal 

accidents across the country3. In addition to the imported electric three-wheelers (Easy Bike), there has 

been a growing trend of converting traditional rickshaws into battery-driven mode. Those conversions 

took place on the regular body frame without the necessary modifications needed to cater for increased 

speed and weight. These conversions have also been banned by the High Court, as they presented 

higher safety hazards. There is a strict ban on electric three-wheelers in Dhaka city.  

Due to the low vehicle standard, e-mobility failed to create the right consensus amongst road users and 

decision-makers.   

 

All the above key issues need a holistic approach that creates an enabling environment for the future 

sustainable low-carbon transport system in Bangladesh. Given the presence of multiple vehicle modes, 

it is necessary to bring everything under an overall e-mobility umbrella and create a fit-for-purpose 

policy and regulatory framework.   

 

This discussion will focus on the following topic areas to give a high-level view on the rational for 

transport electrifications and what needs to be considered for Bangladesh going forwards,  

• Premise of Electric vehicles.  

• Global trends. 

• E-mobility in Bangladesh.  

 
1 Source: Global EV Outlook 2020   
2 Source: Global EV Outlook 2020 
3 Source: Report from Passenger Welfare Association of Bangladesh   



• Policy and regulatory considerations for Bangladesh (Global best practice), i.e: 

o The right recognition of the need for EVs and the significance of the policy framework 

for adopting EV;  

o A platform that creates a robust institutional structure that can manage this multi-

dimensional transport system. 

o A system that encourages private sector participation in deploying EVs.  

o The right and consistent vehicle standards are maintained. 

• Infrastructure requirements. 

• Energy sector.  

• Finally, need for a sustainable transport solution.  



Sustainable Transportation: Potentials for 
e-Mobility in Bangladesh

Moshiuzzaman Mahmud
Technical Director, Integrated Transport 
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Background of electric vehicles
• Paris agreement

– Substantially reduce global greenhouse gas 
emissions. 

– Review countries’ commitment every five year.
– Provide financing to developing countries to mitigate 

climate change, strengthen resilience and enhance 
abilities to adapt to climate impacts.

• Countries to develop their Nationally 
Determined Contribution (NDC) every five years.



Global trend



Global trend

• The global e-mobility market to reach US$802 
billion by 2027 (Bloomberg).  

• The European Electric Vehicle Market is expected 
to have a high annual growth rate of 
approximately 36% annually between 2019 and 
2024 (Market Data Forecast).



Global trend
A rapid increase of EVs in Asia is expected



E-Mobility in Bangladesh
• Bangladesh updated its NDC in 2021 in advance 

of COP26.
• The key contributors to Bangladesh’s energy 

sector emissions are power, transport, 
households and brick kilns.

• Investment required (by 2030):
– Unconditional US$32billion – 6.73% CO2 reduction; 

and
– Conditional US$143billion – 15.12% CO2 reduction. 



E-Mobility in Bangladesh
• The most penetration came from three-wheelers 

(Easy Bikes).
• EV policy-wise, Bangladesh is at a very early stage 

of EV adoption. 
• Due to structural faults, these electric three-

wheelers caused significant accidents (10% fatal 
accidents – a report from Passenger Welfare Association Bangladesh). 

• The traditional rickshaws are fitted with electric 
motors, which are also structurally unsafe for ride.  



E-Mobility in Bangladesh
• What are the rationales for considering electric 

vehicles in Bangladesh
– Poor air quality (high concentration of PM2.5).
– High CO2 emissions (14% from transport and 42% 

from the power sector)(Bangladesh CO2 Emissions - Worldometer
(worldometers.info).

– Energy security (reliance on imported fossil fuel).
• Roads are extremely congested and need for 

more sustainable mass transit solution.

https://www.worldometers.info/co2-emissions/bangladesh-co2-emissions/


Opportunities and constraints
Strength

Large labour market
Rationale for a green an sustainable transport 

system
Private entrepreneurship

Acute need for reducing environmental 
emissions

Weakness
Lack of appropriate policy & strategy 

framework 
Lack of appropriate regulatory framework 

Lack of electric vehicle standards

Opportunities
High-three wheeler mode share 

Private entrepreneurship
State-owned public transport operator 

Greening of the grid
Potential for domestic industries

Threat
Lack of appropriate finance 

Energy sector is still fossil-fuel based
Cannibalise non-motorised rickshaw market

National level electricity supply
Multi-party coordination



Key considerations – Policy & regulatory
• An EV policy framework should consider 

– Transport system (demand side), i.e., market segments, key 
market entry points. 

– Energy transition (demand side), i.e., green energy sector, 
trade-offs of EVs.

– Technology (supply side), i.e., access to technologies, supply 
chain, domestic industry.

– Investment potentials (supply side), i.e., private sector 
participations.

– Intended benefits, i.e., stakeholder buy-ins. 
– Institutional readiness, i.e., multi-sectoral coordination, 

operation, management and monitoring.  



E-Mobility in Bangladesh
• NDC includes several initiatives for Bangladesh

– Improve fuel efficiencies of transport. 
– Ease road traffic congestion through road widening, 

better public transport, NMT, encouraging hybrid and 
electric vehicles, introducing Intelligent Transport System 
(ITS).

– 10% modal shift to mass transit (rail, metro, BRT).
– Electrification of the railway system.
– Enhance Inland Water Transport (IWT), including electric 

vessels. 



Key considerations – Charging infrastructure

• There is no public EV charging infrastructure in 
Bangladesh.

• Adequate charging infrastructure is needed to 
support EV adoption.

• Considerations for charging infrastructure supply
– Area-wide planning for destination-based charging. 
– Consideration for Grid capacity. 
– Potentials for battery swapping for three-wheelers. 
– Attractive business model for the private sector 

participations. 



Key considerations – Energy sector

• Energy sector is an integral part of the EV 
ecosystem.

• The greening of the grid is critical to maximising 
the benefits of EVs.

• EVs will only offset tailpipe emissions to the 
power sector if the grid is not green enough.



Key considerations – Energy sector

• Power generation mix in Bangladesh 



A pathway to a sustainable future
• Few questions for further discussions

– Are Electric Vehicles our only solution to tackle climate 
change?

– What are the prospects of the energy sector in 
Bangladesh to support EVs?

– What business models and technologies can be 
considered for EV charging infrastructure in Bangladesh?

– What other alternative sustainable technological 
solutions are there for Bangladesh?

– What policy and regulatory reforms are needed to 
promote EVs in Bangladesh? 



Thank you

Moshiuzzaman Mahmud
Technical Director, Integrated Transport Planning Ltd
moshiuzzaman.mahmud@itpworld.net
www.itpworld.net
Moshiuzzaman Mahmud | LinkedIn

mailto:moshiuzzaman.mahmud@itpworld.net
http://www.itpworld.net/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/moshiuzzaman-mahmud-57b2681b/




































What business models and 
technologies can be considered for 
EV charging infrastructure in 
Bangladesh?

Shams Tanvir, Ph.D., P.E.
Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
California Polytechnic State University 
Presented at BEN Webinar on Sustainable Transportation: Potentials for e‐Mobility in Bangladesh



Civil & Environmental Engineering

Bangladesh, which EV infrastructure you’d invest in?

Amount of Passenger‐KM or Ton‐KM transported

#Charges per day = #KMs traveled per day/Range 
(পা া) 

Cost (দাম), Battery Size (ব াটাির সাইজ) 



Civil & Environmental Engineering

Types of Charging

Home/Base Charging Destination Charging On‐route Fast Charging

Level 1 or Level 2 
Suitable for 

overnight charging

Level 2
Suitable for range‐

extension

Level 3
Suitable for long‐
distance travel and 
high‐value trips

More Commercial



Civil & Environmental Engineering

• We need an Eco-System
• Affordability (সামথ )

– Cost Usage
– Total Cost = Vehicle Cost +

Charging Cost + Maintenance
• Accessibility ( েবশেযাগ তা)

– Location! 
• Equitability (সমতা)

– গিরেবর বাহেনর অিধকার 

Affordable, Accessible, Equitable e-mobility

চাজার 
ব বসায়ী 

সরকারী 
েণাদনা

গাড়ী 
িনমাতা 



Civil & Environmental Engineering

• Need a detailed Transportation 
Electrification Roadmap

• Need Public-Private Partnerships to 
accelerate usage in sectors affected 
by most environmental emissions

• Emerging business models
– Battery swapping
– Subscription-based public charging
– Turnkey operation of fleet vehicles

Policy Implications



www.calpoly.edu



Sustainable Mobility: Role of EVs for Bangladesh

Zia Wadud  (Z.Wadud@leeds.ac.uk)

Associate Professor in Transport & Energy Interactions

Centre for Integrated Energy Research & Institute for Transport Studies



7 Goals for Sustainable Mobility: Role of EVs for Bangladesh

Reduce GHG

Narrow mobility divide/improve equity Reduce congestion

Reduce noiseReduce deaths & injuries/improve safetyReduce criteria pollutants

Improve mobility options



7 Goals for Sustainable Mobility

• Electrification some inherent advantages for BD: less range anxiety, fleet charging, equity

• But …… EVs not a panacea - do not consider one goal (GHG) in isolation!

• Good public transport 

• Beware of unintended effects (e-waste, noise, safety) 

• Safety, safety, safety: opportunities for research & development 

• Policies & Regulations: safety, noise, battery recycling etc.

• Electrify three-wheelers (safety!), buses, small vans and trucks first 

Way forward

Thank you
Z.Wadud@leeds.ac.uk



7 Goals for Sustainable Mobility

https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2021/09/24/study-unfit-vehicles-responsible-for-15-of-air-pollution-
in-dhaka
https://www.livescience.com/37821-greenhouse-gases.html
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/05/07/543-killed-in-road-accidents-across-bangladesh-in-april
https://www.alamy.com/
https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2017/04/18/bus-crisis-continues-as-rogue-services-evade-detection
https://sk.pinterest.com/pin/645844402789399255/
https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2018/07/05/dhaka-loses-3-2m-working-hours-to-traffic-congestion-
daily

https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2021/09/24/study-unfit-vehicles-responsible-for-15-of-air-pollution-in-dhaka
https://www.livescience.com/37821-greenhouse-gases.html
https://www.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/2022/05/07/543-killed-in-road-accidents-across-bangladesh-in-april
https://www.alamy.com/
https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2017/04/18/bus-crisis-continues-as-rogue-services-evade-detection
https://sk.pinterest.com/pin/645844402789399255/
https://archive.dhakatribune.com/bangladesh/dhaka/2018/07/05/dhaka-loses-3-2m-working-hours-to-traffic-congestion-daily


Impacts of Electric Vehicles on Air Pollution and 

Green House Gases (GHGs) 

Electric vehicles (EVs) run on electricity only. They have no 
tailpipe emissions of air pollutants and green-house gases 

(GHG). 
 

EV’s impact on air quality and GHG’s are from 
manufacturing and distributing electricity and battery 

manufacturing/recycling. 
 

EV’s impact can be minimized if powered by electricity 

generated from renewable sources such as, hydro, solar, 

wind, or nuclear power plants. 
 

An average gasoline car in the US emits 3-4 times more air 

pollutants and GHG’s than an EV. 
  

The tailpipe emissions directly impact millions of passengers 

and people along the roadway or nearby houses. 
 

Power production and battery manufacturing or recycling 
can be controlled significantly using pollution control 

technologies. 
 

EVs are energy efficient: converts 77% of the electrical 
energy from the grid to power at the wheels. Gasoline 

vehicles only convert about 12-30% of the energy stored in 

gasoline to power at the wheels. 
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